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General education and apprenticeship were regarded as alternatives.
Playfair interpolated into the annotated edition of the Wealth of Nations
- which he published in 1805 - an essay by himself in defence of appren-
ticeship*
To free youth from the shackles of apprenticeship and to subject infancy to
the authority of schoolmasters [he writes] is the present bent of political
economists, and the public leans to the same opinion. . . . Reading and
writing make no essential part of education in the lower classes.... To follow
industry and leam to live on their income and be attentive to their duty,
constitute the principal part of education in all the inferior ranks.
But experience had shown that apprenticeship did not necessarily
impart such an * education'. The apprenticing of boys and girls to *arts
masters' (working craftsmen) in Bridewell Hospital was an Elizabethan
device for the industrial training of poor children. It was supported by
private bequests for setting up as masters the young men who had been
apprenticed there. During the latter part of the eighteenth century the
establishment was generally condemned. In 1765 a committee was
appointed on account of the 'enormous misbehaviour of the boys*.
Throughout the century the court books and minute books were
'crowded with bitter complaints against either the arts masters or the
apprentices. The former were dissolute, negligent, disorderly and
irregular, the latter were . .. riotous, turbulent and very rarely good
citizens*.. A committee in 1792 concluded its investigation into the
careers of the boys bound in the last twenty-six years by saying:
.. „ nothing can be more objectionable than the present very defective and
expensive mode of educating a few boys, chiefly from the country, to inferior
tradss for no good purpose whatsoever, except ir be praiseworthy to see those
very boys become beadles or fire-porters or follow some mean occupation
... soon after the usual gifts have been received.105
An attack was also made on the principle of apprenticing poor girls
from charity schools to domestic service by Mrs Cappe, an active social
reformer. About 1785 she began to take an interest in the management
of the girls* charity school in York, known as the Gray Coat School,
where the regulations were that on leaving the girls were to be bound
for four years to domestic service. She found this ca most ruinous
practice11, and in 1786 the ladies of the school committee made a formal
protest:

